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Abstract 23	

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic is associated with high morbidity and mortality, with 24	

the emergence of numerous variants. The dynamics of SARS-CoV-2 with respect to clade 25	

distribution is uneven, unpredictable and fast changing. Aims: Retrieving the complete genomes 26	

of SARS-CoV-2 from India and subjecting them to analysis on phylogenetic clade diversity,     27	

Spike (S) protein mutations and their functional consequences such as immune escape features 28	

and impact on infectivity. Methods: Whole genome of SARS-CoV-2 isolates (n=4,326) 29	

deposited from India during the period from January 2020 to December 2020 is retrieved from 30	

GISAID and various analyses performed using in silico tools. Results: Notable clade dynamicity 31	

is observed indicating the emergence of diverse SARS-CoV-2 variants across the country. GR 32	

clade is predominant over the other clades and the distribution pattern of clades is uneven. 33	

D614G is the commonest and predominant mutation found among the S-protein followed by 34	

L54F. Mutation score prediction analyses reveal that there are several mutations in S-protein 35	

including the RBD and NTD regions that can influence the virulence of virus. Besides, mutations 36	

having immune escape features as well as impacting the immunogenicity and virulence through 37	

changes in the glycosylation patterns are identified. Conclusions: The study has revealed 38	

emergence of variants with shifting of clade dynamics within a year in India. It is shown uneven 39	

distribution of clades across the nation requiring timely deposition of SARS-CoV-2 sequences. 40	

Functional evaluation of mutations in S-protein reveals their significance in virulence, immune 41	

escape features and disease severity besides impacting therapeutics and prophylaxis.  42	

 43	

 44	

 45	
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INTRODUCTION 46	

Analyses of global and Indian SARS-CoV-2 genome sequences (as on December 2020) have 47	

revealed that the virus has differentially distributed into at least 10 clades and is continuously 48	

evolving.[1] The S-protein of SARS-CoV-2 targets angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) 49	

receptor for its entry into target cells. This protein is the major focus of the vaccine development 50	

platforms. Changes in the O- and N- linked glycosylation patterns of the S protein have an 51	

impact on the immunogenicity and virulence of the virus. Hence, it is important to closely 52	

monitor antigenic evolution of the S-protein in the circulating viruses. In this study, we retrieved 53	

complete genomes of SARS-CoV-2 from India during the whole year period from GISAID and 54	

subjected them to the studies on clade analyses and clade distribution pattern covering all states 55	

of the country. Further, mutations in various regions of S-protein, mutation frequency, 56	

glycosylation patterns, and the effects on protein structure, immunity and virulence were 57	

analysed.  58	

 59	

METHODS 60	

Genome data retrieval, phylogenetic and clade analysis 61	

A total of 4326 annotated SARS CoV-2 whole genome sequences (WGS) from various parts of 62	

India deposited as on 31st December 2020 in Global Initiative on Sharing All Influenza Data 63	

(GISAID)(https://www.gisaid.org/) were retrieved. Sequences were aligned using MAFFT 64	

(Multiple Alignment using Fast Fourier Transform) with SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan-Hu-1 strain 65	

(NC_045512.2) and GISAID reference sequence (EPI_ISL_402124)[2] used as reference. The 66	

Nextclade-Nextstrain pipeline (https://clades.nextstrain.org/) was used for studies on 67	

phylogenetic analysis and clustering patterns of the S gene.[3]  Further, the Average evolutionary 68	
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divergence was estimated using Kimura-2 parameter model. Evolutionary analyses and 69	

phylogenetic tree construction were performed using MEGA-X.[4] 70	

 71	

Frequency and functional evaluation of variants 72	

Frequencies and amino-acid variants were analyzed using COVID CG and Tracking mutation 73	

tools (source GISAID) respectively. Functional consequences were predicted using tools like 74	

SIFT (Sorting Intolerant from Tolerant) 75	

(https://sift.bii.astar.edu.sg/www/SIFT_seq_submit2.html),[5] PROVEAN (Protein Variation 76	

Effect Analyzer) (http://provean.jcvi.org/seq_submit.php)[5] and PolyPhen-2 (Polymorphism 77	

Phenotyping v2) (http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2).[6] A SIFT score of 0.0 to 0.05 indicates 78	

a deleterious effect. The functional effects of protein variants were assessed using the 79	

PROVEAN web server, using a default threshold value of −2.5 and the values below and above 80	

the threshold value are considered as deleterious and tolerant respectively. A PolyPhen threshold 81	

scores of > 0.908, >0.446 and ≤ 0.908 and ≤ 0.446 are interpreted as “Probably Damaging”, 82	

“Possibly Damaging” and “Benign” respectively. ESC_Comprehensive resource of immune 83	

escape variants in SARS-COV-2 was used to detect the escape mutants in S-protein 84	

(http://clingen.igib.res.in/esc/).[7] 85	

 86	

RESULTS  87	

The retrieved WGS were found to be classified under 7 clusters according to GISAID Clade 88	

identification [Figure 1].[8] It was observed that the predominant cluster encompassed 1,755 89	

(40.56%) of genomes that fell under the GR clade [Figure 1a]. Though this clade was 90	

represented by samples derived from various states across India, Maharashtra (n = 922) and 91	
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Telangana (n = 492) states had the maximum numbers followed by Karnataka (n = 102) [Figure 92	

1b]. The major clade GR was followed by clades G (942; 21.77%), O (783; 18.1%), GH (737; 93	

17.03%), S (82; 1.9%), L (25; 0.58%) and V (3; 0.07%). The clade G was mainly represented by 94	

samples from Maharashtra (n = 277), Gujarat (n = 215) and West Bengal (n = 152). The O clade 95	

is prevalent in all states of the country. Gujarat state accounts for the highest number of samples 96	

under GH clade [Figure 1b]. States such as Andhra Pradesh, Punjab and Rajasthan submitted a 97	

smaller number of sequences and the clade diversity pattern could not be clearly deciphered. 98	

 99	

       The viruses belonging to L, S and O clades were prevalent during the initial months (January 100	

to February, 2020) [Figure 1c]. During the starting of the pandemic (March to April), O clade 101	

was predominant followed by G, GR, GH, S and L. It is noteworthy that the distribution of S and 102	

L clades were drastically reduced during this period and the strains belonged to clades O, S, L 103	

and V were remarkably low in numbers during the progress of pandemic. From May to October, 104	

GR clade is predominant but becomes second to GH clade during November and December. 105	

Notably, the O clade was slowly dominated by GR, G and GH clades in different states during 106	

the course of pandemic and there was almost near to complete absence of O clade during 107	

November and December. The phylogenetic tree depicting clade diversity throughout the year 108	

shows that GR is the dominant clade over the others [Figure 2]. These results suggested 109	

spatiotemporal clade diversity and a paradigm shift in phylodynamics of clade distribution. 110	

 111	

Mutation analysis of spike protein from Indian strains 112	

A total of 557 amino acid substitution mutations were found in S-protein among the 4,326 Indian 113	

strains [Supplementary File 1]. There were 333 and 215 mutations present in the S1 and S2 114	
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domains respectively with the highest number of mutations in the N-terminal domain (NTD; 211 115	

mutations) followed by the RBD (63 mutations) [Table 1]. Nine mutations are identified in 116	

signal peptide, which is not the component of mature S protein. Among these 557 mutations, 117	

D614G was present in 79.99% (n = 3461) of Indian strains followed by L54F (n=111, 2.57%) 118	

isolates. The other prominent mutation sites were: Q677 (72), P681 (54), P812 (40), A771 (34), 119	

Q675 (30), and L5 (26) [Figure 3]. Besides, 11 types of mutations are found in the 8 sites of 120	

highly conserved protease cleavage region (from 675 to 692 of S1 and S2 domains) of the 121	

protein. L18F, H69del, V70del, D138Y and Y144del mutations were observed in NTD of S-122	

protein of few isolates and these mutations could enhance the surface electropositivity of the S-123	

protein and thereby facilitating the adhesion of virus to negatively charged lipid raft gangliosides 124	

of host cells.[9]  It is also observed that two of the study variants possess H69del, V70del and 125	

Y144del in NTD and N501Y in RBD suggesting the improved affinity as well as adhesive 126	

properties of S-protein due to the concomitant mutations in both regions that synergistically 127	

promote virus host interaction. 128	

	129	

 The frequency of amino acid mutations in S-protein was analyzed using COVID-19 CoV 130	

Genetics browser (source: GISAID), and the results showed that non-synonymous mutations 131	

were scattered across the S-gene with region specific varying frequency [Supplementary File 2]. 132	

Figure 4 shows prevalent mutations such as D614G, Q677H and P681H originated during 133	

March, April and July respectively and their appearance was observed till the end of the year 134	

2020. On contrary, L54F as well as K77M and P812L mutations emerged during April and June 135	

respectively but absent after few months of their appearance. 136	

 137	
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 Many amino acid mutations were observed to be region specific namely F32Y, T33K and 138	

G35Q mutations (in Karnataka); T29I and P681H (Maharashtra); and L7S, L54F, R78M, 139	

Q690H, A701T and A879S (Gujarat). These mutations were absent from other states indicating 140	

that these mutations might not spread to other states possibly due to effective implementation of 141	

lockdown measures throughout the country. Some distinct amino acid variants were observed in 142	

Gujarat and Maharashtra (G181A) and V622F in Telangana and Orissa. There were 12 143	

premature stop codons and 8 deletion mutations present in different positions of various S-gene 144	

sequences. More than one mutation type can be observed at the same position in the protein. For 145	

instance, amino acid A to V, E, S, or K, at position 27, A to G, T, S, or V at position 222. Among 146	

the total 419 mutation sites in S-protein of Indian isolates, 114 sites carry more than one 147	

mutation. It is noteworthy that there were 190 distinct mutation events that occurred in India first 148	

time; among them, 115 mutation events were confined only to India and the rest of 75 mutations 149	

were subsequently identified in various countries or occurred independently at different 150	

geographical regions across the world [Supplementary File 2].  151	

 152	

Immune escape mutations in spike protein 153	

The analyses showed 11 and 17 immune escape mutations in the NTD and RBD of S-protein 154	

respectively [Supplementary File 3]. L18F, T19A, D80N, D138Y, Y144del, Y145del, K147E, 155	

N148S, W152L, Q218H and S255F were found in NTD, and among them, L18F, Y144del, 156	

Y145del and N148S and W152L were shown to display resistance to neutralizing antibodies. 157	

Among the mutations in RBD, R346K, N440K, G446V, N450K, V483F, E484K, E484Q, F490S 158	

and S494P also showed change in ACE2 binding to the extent of 75% to 90%.[10,11] Variants 159	
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identified with mutations at sites such as E484 (E484Q), F490 (F490S), Q493 (Q493STOP), and 160	

S494 (S494P) in the RBD are presumed to have immune escape features.[12] 161	

 162	

 Mutations in regions of S-protein other than RBD also can show resistance to antibody 163	

and are identified in the present study. It is noteworthy that single amino acid changes such as 164	

Y145del, F490S, A831S and double amino acid changes including D614G+A879S, 165	

D614G+A879T, and D614G+M1237I were reported to be resistant to convalescent sera or these 166	

mutations could confer the S protein monoclonal antibody resistance, whereas V367F of the 167	

RBD was reported to have increased sensitivity to neutralizing antibodies.[13] Other mutations 168	

M153I, S254F, and S255F identified in the study are found to reduce the affinity between S-169	

protein and antibodies.[14] 170	

 171	

Mutations affecting glycosylation patterns 172	

Analysis of both N- linked (NGS) and O-linked glycosylation sites (OGS) was performed for S-173	

protein of 4326 isolates. Among the total 22 and 26 amino acid sites of S-protein carrying with 174	

NGS and OGS moieties respectively, it was observed that 7 and 9 of these sites were found to 175	

possess mutations that resulted in loss of glycosylation moiety [Figure 5]. All except one variants 176	

possessed only one amino acid glycosylation site change either NGS or OGS. One variant 177	

(EPI_ISL_479737) had lost both OGS and NGS sites due to mutations such as T602L and 178	

N603Y [Table 2]. There were two NGS present in RBD without any mutation; among the four 179	

OGS in RBD, only one glycosylation mutation (T323I) was observed.  180	

  181	

 182	
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Functional evaluation of the S protein mutations 183	

Among the total 557 amino acid mutations of S-protein, 531 mutations were taken up for score 184	

prediction studies and the remaining 26 mutations observed either as stop codons (STOP) or 185	

deletions (del). SIFT score predicted 124 mutations to be deleterious and other mutations to be 186	

neutral. Also, PROVEAN score predicted 63 mutations to be deleterious whereas POLYPHEN-2 187	

predicted 213 mutations that could display probably damaging effect. Only 41 amino acid 188	

mutations were predicted to result in potentially deleterious functional consequences by all three 189	

of the mutation score prediction tools [Supplementary File 4].  190	

 191	

Phylogenetic analysis of spike protein 192	

Only 250 S-protein sequences constituting unique mutations were selected for phylogenetic tree 193	

construction, and the analysis showed that there was high degree of heterogeneity with multiple 194	

clusters and sequences were highly diverged from the reference sequence [Figure 6]. Estimates 195	

of Average Evolutionary Divergence of sequence pairs comprising 4312 S-genes showed the 196	

evolutionary rate as 5.4 x 10-4 substitution/site/year (s/s/y).  197	

 198	

DISCUSSION  199	

Continuous monitoring of the virus locally and globally is needed for devising effective 200	

measures to handle the pandemic crisis. In this study, we report the molecular epidemiological 201	

features of SARS-CoV-2 based on WGS in GISAID deposited from India including the 202	

dynamics of clade distribution and diversity, amino acid mutations in S-protein and their impact 203	

on virulence, immune evading responses and glycosylation patterns.  204	

 205	
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 The study showed that the GR was predominant and was followed by clades G, O, GH, S, 206	

L and V. Though there were only four SARS-CoV-2 clades such as ‘L’, ‘S’, ‘G’, and ‘V’ during 207	

the early pandemic phase, swift genetic diversity of the virus and its rapid pace of evolution 208	

facilitated GISAID to continuously update the classification by inclusion of three more clades 209	

such as GH’, ‘GR’ and ‘GV’. Besides, all unclassified sequences of SARS-CoV-2 strains are 210	

grouped as ‘O. It is observed that there are only few studies on phylogenetic analyses of SARS-211	

CoV-2 from India. A recent study from India reported that the major cluster of SARS-CoV-2 212	

was A2a (PANGOLIN lineage B.1/B.1.1/B.1.36) (83%) followed by a distinct A3i clade 213	

(PANGOLIN lineage B.6) (11.6%).[5,15] Another phylogenetic study on Indian SARS-CoV-2 214	

revealed the presence of four major clades, i.e., 19A (n = 18.4%), 19B (n = 17%), 20A (n = 215	

34.43%), 20B (n = 28.3%), and one minor clade 20C (n = 1.9%).[16] These reports suggested that 216	

Europe and Southeast Asia as two major routes for introduction of the virus in India followed by 217	

local transmission. Both the predominant G and GR are European clades and the strains of these 218	

clades possess the D614G mutation on the S-protein which is more infectious.[16,17]  219	

 220	

 The month-wise clade distribution analysis showed that L, S and O clades were prevalent 221	

in the country during the early phase of pandemic; subsequently, G, GR, and GH clades became 222	

prevalent over them. The prevailing clades in the country could be attributed to the early 223	

invasion of strains into India through travelers and subsequent mixing of clades. Few reports 224	

with minimal sequences deposited till July 2020 only revealed the presence of few clades such as 225	

A2a, A3, B and O in India and among them A2a (related to GISAID clade G) was predominant 226	

following A3, O and B.[5,17,18] The present study observes ever-changing genetic diversity with 227	

intense clade dynamicity of the virus throughout the year. 228	
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 229	

 Substitution mutations in S protein of all the Indian SARS-CoV-2 sequences were 230	

analysed with reference to SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan-Hu-1 strain. The origin of D614G mutation was 231	

in China during January, 2020 but the occurrence in India was reported in March and became 232	

prevalent afterwards. The first occurrence of L54F was observed in Wuhan in March whereas 233	

India reported in April. The protease cleavage region S1/S2 in the S protein is essential for the 234	

virus to undergo proteolytic activation of S1 and S2 domains for receptor binding and viral-235	

membrane fusion. The region is highly conserved at sites 685 and 686 where proteolytic 236	

cleavage occurs. The study has identified 11 mutations flanking the proteolytic cleavage site. 237	

Inferences from the proteolytic cleavage of the S glycoprotein suggest the capability of virus to 238	

possess features such as cross species mobility or tropism towards different cells.[19] There are 239	

166 mutation sites observed in Asia with 181 mutation types.[20] However, the present study 240	

observes that there are 419 mutation sites in the protein with 557 mutation types meaning that 241	

several sites in the protein carry more than one mutation type.  242	

  243	

 Though D614G is associated with increased infectivity, mutations such as Q239R, T719I, 244	

T719S, D839Y, P1263L, mutations in RBD such as I434K and P521S, and D614G+Q675H are 245	

reported to have decreased infectivity.[13] Besides, D614G in combination with other mutations 246	

such as D614G+L5F (n = 23), D614G+V341I (n = 1), D614G+D936Y (n = 3), D614G+S939F 247	

(n = 9) and D614G+S943T (n = 2) in strains of the present study was demonstrated to have 248	

increased infectivity compared to Wuhan-1 strain.[13] A recent study has reported that L54F, 249	

D614G and V1176F of S-protein, identified in the study, are correlated with severe clinical 250	

outcome.[21] It was reported that mutations such as T29I, H49Y, D138Y, E484Q, E484K, A520S, 251	
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T572I, D614G and H1083Q identified in strains of the study, could increase the stability of S-252	

protein.[6] In contrast, the report suggested that mutations such as L54F, G431S, E471D, G502R, 253	

Q506H, P507S, Y508N, E583D and Q675H could weaken the interaction of S-protein with 254	

ACE2 receptor; whereas, N440K, E471Q and G504V could improve the binding affinity. 255	

Emergence of strains of Variant of Concern (VOC), according to WHO nomenclature, such as 256	

Alpha (GISAID clade: GRY), Beta (GH/501Y.V2), Gamma (GR/501Y.V3) and Delta 257	

(G/452.V3) as well as Variant of Interest (VOI) such as Eta (G/484K.V3), Iota (GH/253G.V1) 258	

and Kappa (G/452R.V3) has been observed during the end of year 2020 and early 2021 259	

worldwide. Though few of these highly transmissible variants identified in India late 2020, the 260	

sequences of them were submitted to GISAID only in 2021 except two VOC Alpha strains 261	

(EPI_ISL_745197 and EPI_ISL_747244). Hence, the study does not report mutations and their 262	

features for these variants including the Delta variant that are likely responsible for the 263	

substantial surge in cases that began in the Western state of Maharashtra and spread throughout 264	

India from Jan, 2021 onwards.[22] This study observed that only 2 WGS of VOC strain (Alpha) 265	

from India were available in GISAID in the year 2020 and were taken for analysis.  266	

 267	

 Antibodies targeting the RBD are being developed as prophylactics. Determination of 268	

mutations in S-protein showing resistance to antibodies is crucial for assessing the antigenic 269	

implications of viral evolution. The study has identified immune escape mutations both in NTD 270	

and RBD of Indian isolates. Mutations especially in these domains evading the antibody 271	

recognition could result in the severity of infection. Presently, most of the SARS-CoV-2 genome 272	

is not under positive selection, but if neutralizing antibodies are widely deployed as 273	

prophylactics, positive selection pressure that lead to infection-competent viral mutants resulting 274	
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in resurgence of SARS-CoV-2 infections and pose challenges to prophylactic measures.[11] 275	

Virulence of SARS-CoV-2 can be associated with mutations in S-protein such as L18F, H69del, 276	

V70del, D138Y and Y144del that confer affinity and adhesive properties for better interaction 277	

with host cells through surface electrostatic interaction;[9] besides, these mutations are also 278	

reported to evade host immune responses against S-protein.[23] Though the present study 279	

particularly focuses on functional features of mutations in S-protein, epistatic interactions 280	

involving mutations from other genes can also play a role in clade diversity and spatio-temporal 281	

dynamics. Such interactions favor the coevolution of mutations due to selective pressures to form 282	

new clades that become dominant. The fitness of mutations in virulence and immune escape 283	

features are largely influenced not only by independent mutations in S-protein but also mutations 284	

through epistatic interactions. For instance, D614G appears along with 3 other mutations in 285	

5’UTR, NSP3 and NSP12 that form G clade.[24] VOC strains forming distinct clades have 286	

virulence features contributed by mutations in S gene and other genes.   287	

   288	

 Glycosylation of S protein plays a vital role in virulence, S-protein folding, immune 289	

sensitivity as well as host immune evasion, and shaping viral tropism.[25] Analysis of both NGS 290	

and OGS of the study isolates showed mutations that resulted in loss of glycosylation moiety 291	

suggesting the reduced immunogenic potential of S-protein of mutant variants.[26] However, 292	

there is no report on the impact of the NGS mutation in the interaction of RBD with ACE 293	

receptor. S-protein of SARS-CoV-2 has 22 NGS and several OGS; but, in many strains of this 294	

study, several of these sites were lost due to amino acid mutations. There are studies that report 295	

absence of mutations at NGS in S-protein. It has been studied that certain mutations incurred in 296	

the NGS and OGS increase the stability of the S-protein.[6] Accordingly, in the present study, the 297	
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observed mutations in the NGS such as N234Y and N603Y and OGS mutations such as S221L, 298	

T323I, T602I and T602L are found to stabilize the S-protein. On the contrary, very few 299	

mutations at the NGS (N709K) and OGS (T1077I) were found to decrease the stability of S 300	

protein.[6] Also, glycosylation mutations such as N149G, N165S, and N709K are reported to 301	

increase the sensitivity to neutralizing antibodies and the mutation N234Y is found to reduce the 302	

neutralization sensitivity to different set of antibodies. The glycosylation mutation N1074D has 303	

been found to decrease the infectivity.[13] 304	

 305	

 Functional evaluation of 531 mutations in S-protein from Indian isolates reveals 41 306	

amino acid mutations that are predicted to have potential impact on functional consequences. A 307	

previous study on Indian SARS-CoV-2 isolates reported scores for D614G mutation in S-protein 308	

and several mutations across various proteins with their functional impact.[5] However, the 309	

present study reports scores for all mutations occurred in S-protein of Indian isolates that were 310	

predicted to be neutral, tolerated, deleterious, benign and probably damaging by means of using 311	

mutation score prediction tools. The evolutionary rate of S-gene was estimated to be 5.4 x 10-4 312	

substitution/site/year (s/s/y) through analysis of 4312 S-genes. Reports suggest that the genome 313	

have the evolutionary rate varying in the range between 1.854 x 10-4 and 5.63 × 10-3s/s/y.[27-29] A 314	

study reported that the evolutionary rate for S-gene of SARS-CoV-2 was 1.08 x 10-3s/s/y after 315	

nine months of pandemic.[30] Another study on Indian SARS-CoV-2 isolates reported the 316	

evolutionary rate for S-protein as 3.55 x 10-3s/s/y employing sequences of 1376 isolates.[5] 317	

 318	

 319	

 320	
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CONCLUSIONS 321	

The study has revealed a rapidly shifting of clade predominance and uneven distribution within a 322	

year of the introduction of SARS-CoV-2 in India. The evaluation of S protein reveals the 323	

significance of various mutations in virulence, immune escape features and disease severity 324	

besides their impact on therapeutics and prophylaxis.  325	
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Legends for Figures  

Figure 1. SARS-CoV-2 clade distribution pattern in India. (a) Pie chart showing the proportion 

of various clades of the genomes deposited from India in GISAID; (b) Schematic geographical 

map showing the proportion and distribution of clades from different states of India; (c)  Month 

wise clade distribution during the year 2020. 

Figure 2. Phylogenetic tree showing clade diversity for SARS-CoV-2 Indian isolates. These 

isolates fall under 7 genetic clades with the majority falling under GR clade. 

Figure 3. Amino acid mutations and their frequency in different regions of S proteins of SARS-

CoV-2 isolates from India. Signal peptide (SP), N-terminal domain (NTD), Receptor binding 

domain (RBD), Protease cleavage site (PC), Fusion peptide (FP), Heptad repeat 1(HR1), Heptad 

repeat 2 (HR2), Transmembrane domain (TM), Cytoplasm domain (CT). 

Figure 4. Distribution and frequency of the most prevalent mutations of S protein of SARS-

CoV-2 isolates circulated in India during the year 2020. D614G is predominant throughout the 

year with high frequency followed by L54F mutation. D614G, Q677H and P681H mutations 

originated during the first half of the year and their appearance was observed throughout the 

year; L54F, K77M and P812L mutations emerged during the first half of the year but absent after 

few months of their appearance.  

Figure 5. Frequency of amino acid mutations impacting O- and N-glycosylation patterns. Few 

sites such as S221, T602 and N1074 are having more than one mutation. 

Figure 6. Phylogenetic tree of isolates having distinct mutations in the gene of S protein. The 

tree was constructed by Maximum-Likelihood method with the tree having the root as SARS-

CoV-2 Wuhan-Hu-1 sequence (NC_045512.2). 
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Legends for Tables 

Table 1. Aminoacid substitution mutations observed across various regions of S proteins of 

Indian SARS-CoV-2 isolates. 

Table 2. N- and O-linked glycosylation sites of S protein of SARS-CoV-2 and amino acid 

mutations at these sites affecting the glycosylation pattern in Indian SARS-CoV-2 variants. 
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Table 1    

Region Position 
Number of 

mutation sites 

Number of 

mutations 
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Table 2 

Signal Peptide 1 - 13 7 9 

N-Terminal Domain 14 - 305 144 211 

Receptor Binding Domain 319 - 541 53 63 

Protease Cleavage Site 675 - 692 8 11 

Fusion Peptide 788 - 806 6 6 

HR1 912 - 984 24 31 

HR2 1163 - 1213 15 18 

Transmembrane Domain 1214 - 1237 13 16 

Cytoplasm Domain 1238 - 1273 12 13 

        N-linked  Mutation O-linked  Mutation 
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Glycosylation Site  

       (NGS) 

Glycosylation Site 

(OGS) 

N17 - T73 T73I 

N61 - S161 - 

N74 - S221 S221, S221F 

N122 - T323 T323I 

N149 N149G S325 - 

N165 N165S T333 - 

N234 N234Y T345 - 

N282 - T602 T602I, T602L 

N331 - T605 - 

N343 - T618 - 

N603 N603Y T630 - 

N616 - T632 - 

N657 - T659 - 

N709 N709K S673 - 

N717 - T676 - 

N801 - S803 - 

N1074 N1074D, N1074B S810 - 

N1098 - S813 S813I 

N1134 - S982 S982A 

N1158 - T1051 - 

N1173 - T1076 - 

N1194 - T1077 T1077I 

 

T1136 - 

S1161 - 

S1170 - 

S1175 - 
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